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ep study commentaries have been described as sufficiently scholarly to give
them credence in the academic world but at the same time sufficiently
straightforward to make them accessible to any serious student of the bible
banner of truth provided by publisher there are lots of bible commentaries on
the book of genesis but bookcaps offers one of the first electronic bible
commentaries for the modern reader this commentary includes an introduction
to the book of exodus including the history of the text the structure and the
themes a chapter by chapter summary and discussion questions bookcaps bible
commentaries are nondenominational study guides for people who are just
getting into the bible for the first time or who just want to know a little
more this volume continues from graham i davies commentary on exodus 1 10 and
takes the reader up to the end of exodus chapter 18 covering the release of
the israelites from egypt and the crossing of the red sea davies brings
together all the relevant aids to exegesis linguistic textual archaeological
historical literary and theological to help the reader understand the texts
at hand in addition to the parting of the waters and the defeat of pharaoh s
army the chapters commented upon also include the so called song of the sea
in exodus 15 a complex hymn that davies studies in depth and the provision of
manna in the desert the textual issues are varied and davies navigates them
deftly providing close commentary and profound insights into these well known
texts two results of davies s research are to place the old hypothesis of an
elohistic source on a much stronger footing and to reaffirm that both it and
the j source extended through both genesis and exodus the exodus is the
central event of the old testament giving meaning to everything else we find
in its pages part one of this study takes us through the first fifteen
chapters of exodus from slavery to the call of moses from plagues to crossing
the sea from captivity to freedom in the sinai discover that god hears those
who are beaten down and liberates those who are in need of his justice 5
lessons these 24 lessons from the book of exodus are part of lifeguide a
popular line of bible study guides which provide solid biblical content and
raise thought provoking issues in an easy to lead format leads individual
readers or study groups through modern exegetical commentary on exodus
relying almost entirely on the socratic method of questions and answers part
two of this study covers the final 25 chapters of exodus beginning with the
insecurity of the desert wanderings to encountering god on sinai and then
constructing the tent of dwelling god s people learn what it means to be part
of a covenant with the one who liberates and also gives the law to guide and
direct them 4 lessons the first fourteen chapters of the book of exodus
present a compelling narrative of the israelites journey from slavery in
egypt to the brink of freedom these chapters are marked by significant events
vivid characters and powerful displays of god s power and mercy the story
begins with the israelites enslaved and oppressed by the egyptians with
pharaoh s cruelty escalating as he orders the killing of hebrew male babies
god raises up moses a reluctant leader to confront pharaoh and demand the
release of the israelites through a series of miraculous plagues god
demonstrates his power over the egyptian gods and pharaoh s stubbornness
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despite witnessing these wonders pharaoh s heart remains hardened leading to
further devastation upon egypt the narrative reaches a climax with the final
plague where the israelites are instructed to sacrifice a lamb and mark their
doorposts with its blood to protect their firstborn from death this event
known as the passover becomes a central theme in jewish tradition symbolizing
god s deliverance and protection pharaoh finally relents and allows the
israelites to leave but he soon regrets his decision and pursues them with
his army the israelites trapped between the pursuing egyptians and the red
sea witness another miraculous intervention as god parts the waters allowing
them to cross on dry land as they journey through the wilderness the
israelites face challenges of hunger and thirst but god provides for their
needs demonstrating his faithfulness and care at mount sinai god establishes
a covenant with the israelites giving them the ten commandments and
instructions for worship and community living despite experiencing god s
power and provision the israelites struggle with faithfulness and obedience
as seen in their worship of the golden calf this incident highlights the
tension between god s holiness and humanity s propensity for idolatry and sin
in conclusion the first fourteen chapters of exodus lay the foundation for
the rest of the narrative setting the stage for the israelites journey to the
promised land it is a story of liberation faith and the enduring relationship
between god and his people showcasing his power mercy and faithfulness
biblical theology in the form of a commentary one in an ongoing series of
esteemed and popular bible commentary volumes based on the new international
version text a new commentary for today s world the story of god bible
commentary explains and illuminates each passage of scripture in light of the
bible s grand story the first commentary series to do so sgbc offers a clear
and compelling exposition of biblical texts guiding everyday readers in how
to creatively and faithfully live out the bible in their own contexts its
story centric approach is ideal for pastors students sunday school teachers
and laypeople alike each volume employs three main easy to use sections
designed to help readers live out god s story listen to the story includes
complete niv text with references to other texts at work in each passage
encouraging the reader to hear it within the bible s grand story explain the
story explores and illuminates each text as embedded in its canonical and
historical setting live the story reflects on how each text can be lived
today and includes contemporary stories and illustrations to aid preachers
teachers and students exodus exodus place within the story of god is defined
by its record of god s greatest act of redemption until the cross and
resurrection of christ its concluding picture of god in all his blessing and
glory dwelling in the midst of his people will spark the faith and vision of
the concluding picture of the whole bible edited by scot mcknight and tremper
longman iii and written by a number of top notch theologians the story of god
bible commentary series will bring relevant balanced and clear minded
theological insight to any biblical education or ministry exodus chapter a
day is an in depth bible study to learn how to dig deeper and discover
insights through a color key using these methods can help interpret the bible
correctly this study is a workbook style and is ready to be written in each
day you will read a chapter in exodus and color code the bible you will then
use the workbook to journal and record answers to reflection questions the
book of genesis is the first book of the old testament read along and learn
about how god created the world and appointed man as his regent this bible
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study guide comes with chapter by chapter study questions to help you better
understand and relate to scripture whether used as an individual bible study
or used for studying with a group the nelson impact bible study guide series
will deepen your knowledge and understanding of the bible book by book
written in an easy to read interesting style each study guide will help you
to experience the true meaning of the messages of the bible and in turn
empower you to truly make a difference in the world for christ key features
include timelines fun cultural facts and probing questions plenty of room for
taking notes biblical and present day maps other study guides in the series
include 1 corinthians isbn 1418506192 exodus isbn 1418506168 genesis isbn
1418506087 isaiah isbn 1418506095 john isbn 1418506109 mark isbn 1418506184
romans isbn 1418506117 ruth esther isbn 1418506176 exodus chapters 30 to 40
marks the completion of the tabernacle and its consecration these chapters
detail the construction of the tabernacle according to the instructions given
to moses by god on mount sinai the tabernacle was a portable tent like
structure that served as a sacred space where god would dwell among the
israelites during their journey through the wilderness chapter 30 describes
the construction of the altar of incense the bronze basin and the anointing
oil and fragrant incense used in the tabernacle it also outlines the duties
of the priests and the importance of the sabbath day chapters 31 to 39
describe the actual construction of the tabernacle and its furnishings
skilled artisans such as bezalel and oholiab were appointed by god to oversee
the construction and they were assisted by many others who contributed their
skills and materials the ark of the covenant the table for the showbread the
golden lampstand and the altar of burnt offering were all carefully crafted
according to god s specifications chapter 40 concludes with the assembly of
the tabernacle moses sets up the tabernacle and anoints it and all its
furnishings with the sacred anointing oil consecrating them for the service
of god the cloud of god s presence covers the tabernacle indicating that god
is now dwelling among his people the completion of the tabernacle marks a
significant moment in israelite history as it symbolizes god s presence among
his people and his faithfulness in fulfilling his promises to them it also
establishes the priesthood and the sacrificial system that would be central
to israelite worship for generations to come the late professor u cassuto had
originally planned to write in hebrew a monumental commentary on the bible
that would comprise a series of detailed expositions of the book of genesis
and less elaborate commentaries consisting of one volume for each book
devoted to the remaining four books of the pentateuch it was also his
intention to compose a compendious introduction to the torah as a whole and a
comprehensive commentary on the book of psalms unhappily the author died
after completing only three of his commentaries two on genesis and one on
exodus the present volume a commentary on the book of exodus is the last of
the commentaries to be rendered into english cassuto s comments have a vivid
quality seldom found in the exegetical writings of other biblical expositors
who all too often prefer a jejune and lifeless approach to their subject
cassuto succeeds in injecting a sense of dramatic excitement into his
interpretations without neglecting the scientific data provided by
archeological and philological research he makes us conscious of the literary
attributes of the bible unlike the volumes dealing with the first two
pericopes of genesis the present work does not separate the annotations from
the biblical text but forms a continuous unified commentary in which the
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scriptural citations are interlinked with the exposition the elements are so
closely and artistically interwoven as to form a new literary entity not a
text with notes but a homogeneous expository work which must rank among the
finest modern contributions to the treasury of biblical learning ep study
commentaries have been described as sufficiently scholarly to give them
credence in the academic world but at the same time sufficiently
straightforward to make them accessible to any serious student of the bible
banner of truth provided by publisher we invite you to study exodus with us
alongside john wesley john wesley 1703 1791 was an anglican cleric and
theologian who with his brother charles and fellow cleric george whitefield
founded methodism wesley wrote edited or abridged some 400 publications as
well as theology he wrote about music marriage medicine abolitionism and
politics wesley was a logical thinker and expressed himself clearly concisely
and forcefully in writing his written sermons are characterized by spiritual
earnestness and simplicity they are doctrinal but not dogmatic his forty four
sermons and the notes on the new testament are methodist doctrinal standards
wesley was a fluent powerful and effective preacher he usually preached
spontaneously and briefly though occasionally at great length with an
emphasis on the nature and importance of divine presence the abiding presence
provides a unique perspective on the overarching theology of exodus drawing
particular attention to god s revelation at the burning bush sinai and the
tabernacle exploring the rich theological themes that emerge from the final
form of the narrative the commentary also reflects on how these themes were
employed by new testament authors in understanding the life and ministry of
christ bridging the gap between accessibility and scholarly rigour this
commentary offers an excellent tool for ordinands students teachers in higher
education and preachers to engage with the theology of the book in its old
testament context as well as how its message is revealed in the new testament
and continues to speak today contents 1 introduction2 presence in absence 1 1
2 25 3 presence in a name 3 1 7 7 4 presence in creation 7 8 15 21 5
wandering in the wilderness 15 22 18 27 6 divine presence holiness and law 19
1 24 18 7 creating space for the divine 25 1 31 18 8 sin at sinai 32 1 34 35
9 the abiding presence and the climax of creation 35 1 40 38 exodus chapter a
day is an in depth bible study for kids to learn how to dig deeper and
discover insights through a color key using these methods can help interpret
the bible correctly this study is workbook style and is ready to be written
in each day the children will read a chapter in exodus and color code the
bible they will then use their workbook to journal and record their answers
to reflection questions this close synchronic analysis of exodus 1 2 looks at
how the pericope s structure language focalization and management of
information form its conception and judgement of its events and characters a
coherence of concerns is detectable in exodus 1 2 with allusions to genesis
and the later chapters of exodus one chapter is assigned to each of seven
narrative unities and deals in various ways with its narrative problems the
resulting eclectic choice of analytical tools includes the study of proppian
structural functions repetition public rhetoric narrative speeds order and
symbolism verse by verse bible exposition of the book of exodus part of the
new european christadelphian commentary series by duncan heaster meditating
in god s word exodus series is a 17 lesson bible study distributed over two
books dedicating five days to each lesson every day will reveal a new
perspective on god s word you will have a blast learning and absorbing the
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bible in different ways we walk through each chapter in exodus taking you
step by step through the plagues miracle of manna and the creation of the
tabernacle god hears the children of israel s cry and rescues them through
his servant moses moses was the child chosen to be saved by pharaoh s
daughter to free a nation predestined by god have you ever skipped the
genealogies in the bible get a fresh new introduction to the entire exodus
biblical family tree communicated in a clean and neat pattern navigated by a
custom legend with every unfolding narrative and discovered genealogy you
will thirst after god s revelation through scripture readers will realize god
s unchanging love mercy and compassion illustrated vividly throughout this
detailed bible study series that assists new and seasoned christians in
gaining and strengthening their relationship with christ as you discover
explore and engage in the true life stories in the book of exodus invite god
s word to strengthen and restore you from the inside out the journey begins
with you book 1 covers lesson 1 large in number israelites grew in numbers in
exodus 1 2 lesson 2 burning bush moses talked to god in exodus 3 4 lesson 3
strawless in egypt children of israel were punished in exodus 5 6 lesson 4
plagues 1 4 fishes frogs lice and flies in exodus 7 8 lesson 5 plagues 5 9
livestock boils storms locusts and darkness in exodus 9 10 lesson 6 tenth and
final plague passover and death of the 1st born in exodus 11 12 lesson 7
crossing the red sea children of israel crossed the red sea in exodus 13 14
lesson 8 bitter sweetwater god turned water from bitter to sweet in exodus 15
16 lesson 9 jethro s advice jethro counseled moses in exodus 17 18 lesson 10
ten commandments god gave moses the ten commandments in exodus 19 20 part two
of this study covers the final twenty five chapters of exodus beginning with
the insecurity of the desert wanderings to encountering god on sinai and then
constructing the tent of dwelling god s people learn what it means to be part
of a covenant with the one who liberates and also gives the law to guide and
direct them commentary study and reflection questions prayers and access to
online lectures are included 4 lessons trusting god is harder than it sounds
especially when it comes to things like money career marriage and health in
this twenty four session lifeguide bible study on exodus you ll see that
israel faced similar struggles to trust god completely in this story of
hardship and hope you ll discover that god alone is worthy of our trust the
niv application commentary helps you communicate and apply biblical text
effectively in today s context to bring the ancient messages of the bible
into today s world each passage is treated in three sections original meaning
concise exegesis to help readers understand the original meaning of the
biblical text in its historical literary and cultural context bridging
contexts a bridge between the world of the bible and the world of today built
by discerning what is timeless in the timely pages of the bible contemporary
significance this section identifies comparable situations to those faced in
the bible and explores relevant application of the biblical messages the
author alerts the readers of problems they may encounter when seeking to
apply the passage and helps them think through the issues involved this
unique award winning commentary is the ideal resource for today s preachers
teachers and serious students of the bible giving them the tools ideas and
insights they need to communicate god s word with the same powerful impact it
had when it was first written in 1969 professor greenberg published his
understanding exodus covering exodus 1 11 in this second edition introduced
and edited by jeffrey h tigay the author s corrections and revisions are
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incorporated along with a new foreword in addition a new appendix questions
for uncovering the message of a biblical text is included which provides the
reader with a succinct articulation of greenberg s approach to exegesis in
1969 professor greenberg published his understanding exodus covering exodus 1
11 in this second edition introduced and edited by jeffrey h tigay the author
s corrections and revisions are incorporated along with a new foreword in
addition a new appendix questions for uncovering the message of a biblical
text is included which provides the reader with a succinct articulation of
greenberg s approach to exegesis professor martin noth s translation and
commentary of the biblical book of exodus is a spiritual classic for its
thorough explanation of the old testament lore noth s study begins with a
literary analysis of exodus the manner in which it is written and arranged is
examined in the context of ancient jewish society what life was like in this
far gone era wherein the israelites and egyptians were often rivals is
discussed furthermore noth examines the history of the text itself how prior
translators tackled the narrative and the characteristics of their efforts
thus we receive a commentary that is sensitive to both the historical
significance of the old testament and the treatment of this ancient text over
the epochs the author guides us through exodus chapter by chapter revealing
many details that would escape notice by the everyday bible reader a scholar
fluent in ancient languages noth first translated the entire text and then
embarked on his narration this process ensures a unique and engaging take on
a well studied portion of the bible the story of moses pharaoh and the exodus
of the jews from egypt is revealed to contain depth life and importance
beyond what is ordinarily comprehended the new international bible commentary
offers the best of contemporary scholarship in a format that both general
readers and serious students can use with profit based on the widely used new
international version translation the nibc presents careful section by
section exposition with key terms and phrases highlighted and all hebrew
transliterated a separate section of notes at the close of each chapter
provides additional textual and technical comments each commentary also
includes a selected bibliography as well as scripture and subject indexes to
whom does primary allegiance belong to great human empires or to the god
whose elusive presence we can never fully grasp waldemar janzen offers a
fresh approach to the book of exodus the liberation from egypt is a prelude
to israel s unique calling to model before the nations a new life of service
under god exodus portrays how god through his servant moses wages a dramatic
battle with egypt s mighty ruler for the release of enslaved israel the
watching israel wavers is the lord among us or not even after israel
covenants to be god s priestly kingdom and holy nation israel worships a
golden calf once more god s grace wrests israel away this time from slavery
to doubts fears and self centeredness the people then focus faith on the
imageless presence of god in their midst god still wrestles for his people
today the exodus is the central event of the old testament giving meaning to
everything else we find in its pages part one of this study takes us through
the first fifteen chapters of exodus from slavery to the call of moses from
plagues to crossing the sea from captivity to freedom in the sinai discover
that god hears those who are beaten down and liberates those who are in need
of his justice commentary study and reflection questions prayers and access
to online lectures are included 5 lessons
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Life-Study of Exodus 1998-09 ep study commentaries have been described as
sufficiently scholarly to give them credence in the academic world but at the
same time sufficiently straightforward to make them accessible to any serious
student of the bible banner of truth provided by publisher
A Study Commentary on Exodus: ch.1-18 2000 there are lots of bible
commentaries on the book of genesis but bookcaps offers one of the first
electronic bible commentaries for the modern reader this commentary includes
an introduction to the book of exodus including the history of the text the
structure and the themes a chapter by chapter summary and discussion
questions bookcaps bible commentaries are nondenominational study guides for
people who are just getting into the bible for the first time or who just
want to know a little more
Life-Study of Exodus 1998-07 this volume continues from graham i davies
commentary on exodus 1 10 and takes the reader up to the end of exodus
chapter 18 covering the release of the israelites from egypt and the crossing
of the red sea davies brings together all the relevant aids to exegesis
linguistic textual archaeological historical literary and theological to help
the reader understand the texts at hand in addition to the parting of the
waters and the defeat of pharaoh s army the chapters commented upon also
include the so called song of the sea in exodus 15 a complex hymn that davies
studies in depth and the provision of manna in the desert the textual issues
are varied and davies navigates them deftly providing close commentary and
profound insights into these well known texts two results of davies s
research are to place the old hypothesis of an elohistic source on a much
stronger footing and to reaffirm that both it and the j source extended
through both genesis and exodus
The Book of Exodus: A Modern Bible Commentary 2011 the exodus is the central
event of the old testament giving meaning to everything else we find in its
pages part one of this study takes us through the first fifteen chapters of
exodus from slavery to the call of moses from plagues to crossing the sea
from captivity to freedom in the sinai discover that god hears those who are
beaten down and liberates those who are in need of his justice 5 lessons
Exodus 1-18: A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 2020-01-23 these 24 lessons
from the book of exodus are part of lifeguide a popular line of bible study
guides which provide solid biblical content and raise thought provoking
issues in an easy to lead format
Exodus 1977 leads individual readers or study groups through modern
exegetical commentary on exodus relying almost entirely on the socratic
method of questions and answers
Exodus, Part One 2019-06-26 part two of this study covers the final 25
chapters of exodus beginning with the insecurity of the desert wanderings to
encountering god on sinai and then constructing the tent of dwelling god s
people learn what it means to be part of a covenant with the one who
liberates and also gives the law to guide and direct them 4 lessons
Exodus 1989 the first fourteen chapters of the book of exodus present a
compelling narrative of the israelites journey from slavery in egypt to the
brink of freedom these chapters are marked by significant events vivid
characters and powerful displays of god s power and mercy the story begins
with the israelites enslaved and oppressed by the egyptians with pharaoh s
cruelty escalating as he orders the killing of hebrew male babies god raises
up moses a reluctant leader to confront pharaoh and demand the release of the
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israelites through a series of miraculous plagues god demonstrates his power
over the egyptian gods and pharaoh s stubbornness despite witnessing these
wonders pharaoh s heart remains hardened leading to further devastation upon
egypt the narrative reaches a climax with the final plague where the
israelites are instructed to sacrifice a lamb and mark their doorposts with
its blood to protect their firstborn from death this event known as the
passover becomes a central theme in jewish tradition symbolizing god s
deliverance and protection pharaoh finally relents and allows the israelites
to leave but he soon regrets his decision and pursues them with his army the
israelites trapped between the pursuing egyptians and the red sea witness
another miraculous intervention as god parts the waters allowing them to
cross on dry land as they journey through the wilderness the israelites face
challenges of hunger and thirst but god provides for their needs
demonstrating his faithfulness and care at mount sinai god establishes a
covenant with the israelites giving them the ten commandments and
instructions for worship and community living despite experiencing god s
power and provision the israelites struggle with faithfulness and obedience
as seen in their worship of the golden calf this incident highlights the
tension between god s holiness and humanity s propensity for idolatry and sin
in conclusion the first fourteen chapters of exodus lay the foundation for
the rest of the narrative setting the stage for the israelites journey to the
promised land it is a story of liberation faith and the enduring relationship
between god and his people showcasing his power mercy and faithfulness
Life-Study of Exodus 1998-09 biblical theology in the form of a commentary
The Book of Exodus 2009 one in an ongoing series of esteemed and popular
bible commentary volumes based on the new international version text
The College Press NIV Commentary 2007 a new commentary for today s world the
story of god bible commentary explains and illuminates each passage of
scripture in light of the bible s grand story the first commentary series to
do so sgbc offers a clear and compelling exposition of biblical texts guiding
everyday readers in how to creatively and faithfully live out the bible in
their own contexts its story centric approach is ideal for pastors students
sunday school teachers and laypeople alike each volume employs three main
easy to use sections designed to help readers live out god s story listen to
the story includes complete niv text with references to other texts at work
in each passage encouraging the reader to hear it within the bible s grand
story explain the story explores and illuminates each text as embedded in its
canonical and historical setting live the story reflects on how each text can
be lived today and includes contemporary stories and illustrations to aid
preachers teachers and students exodus exodus place within the story of god
is defined by its record of god s greatest act of redemption until the cross
and resurrection of christ its concluding picture of god in all his blessing
and glory dwelling in the midst of his people will spark the faith and vision
of the concluding picture of the whole bible edited by scot mcknight and
tremper longman iii and written by a number of top notch theologians the
story of god bible commentary series will bring relevant balanced and clear
minded theological insight to any biblical education or ministry
Exodus, Part Two 2019-06-26 exodus chapter a day is an in depth bible study
to learn how to dig deeper and discover insights through a color key using
these methods can help interpret the bible correctly this study is a workbook
style and is ready to be written in each day you will read a chapter in
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exodus and color code the bible you will then use the workbook to journal and
record answers to reflection questions
Exodus 2024-03-27 the book of genesis is the first book of the old testament
read along and learn about how god created the world and appointed man as his
regent this bible study guide comes with chapter by chapter study questions
to help you better understand and relate to scripture
Theology in Exodus 1994-01-01 whether used as an individual bible study or
used for studying with a group the nelson impact bible study guide series
will deepen your knowledge and understanding of the bible book by book
written in an easy to read interesting style each study guide will help you
to experience the true meaning of the messages of the bible and in turn
empower you to truly make a difference in the world for christ key features
include timelines fun cultural facts and probing questions plenty of room for
taking notes biblical and present day maps other study guides in the series
include 1 corinthians isbn 1418506192 exodus isbn 1418506168 genesis isbn
1418506087 isaiah isbn 1418506095 john isbn 1418506109 mark isbn 1418506184
romans isbn 1418506117 ruth esther isbn 1418506176
Exodus 2006 exodus chapters 30 to 40 marks the completion of the tabernacle
and its consecration these chapters detail the construction of the tabernacle
according to the instructions given to moses by god on mount sinai the
tabernacle was a portable tent like structure that served as a sacred space
where god would dwell among the israelites during their journey through the
wilderness chapter 30 describes the construction of the altar of incense the
bronze basin and the anointing oil and fragrant incense used in the
tabernacle it also outlines the duties of the priests and the importance of
the sabbath day chapters 31 to 39 describe the actual construction of the
tabernacle and its furnishings skilled artisans such as bezalel and oholiab
were appointed by god to oversee the construction and they were assisted by
many others who contributed their skills and materials the ark of the
covenant the table for the showbread the golden lampstand and the altar of
burnt offering were all carefully crafted according to god s specifications
chapter 40 concludes with the assembly of the tabernacle moses sets up the
tabernacle and anoints it and all its furnishings with the sacred anointing
oil consecrating them for the service of god the cloud of god s presence
covers the tabernacle indicating that god is now dwelling among his people
the completion of the tabernacle marks a significant moment in israelite
history as it symbolizes god s presence among his people and his faithfulness
in fulfilling his promises to them it also establishes the priesthood and the
sacrificial system that would be central to israelite worship for generations
to come
Exodus 2021-02-16 the late professor u cassuto had originally planned to
write in hebrew a monumental commentary on the bible that would comprise a
series of detailed expositions of the book of genesis and less elaborate
commentaries consisting of one volume for each book devoted to the remaining
four books of the pentateuch it was also his intention to compose a
compendious introduction to the torah as a whole and a comprehensive
commentary on the book of psalms unhappily the author died after completing
only three of his commentaries two on genesis and one on exodus the present
volume a commentary on the book of exodus is the last of the commentaries to
be rendered into english cassuto s comments have a vivid quality seldom found
in the exegetical writings of other biblical expositors who all too often
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prefer a jejune and lifeless approach to their subject cassuto succeeds in
injecting a sense of dramatic excitement into his interpretations without
neglecting the scientific data provided by archeological and philological
research he makes us conscious of the literary attributes of the bible unlike
the volumes dealing with the first two pericopes of genesis the present work
does not separate the annotations from the biblical text but forms a
continuous unified commentary in which the scriptural citations are
interlinked with the exposition the elements are so closely and artistically
interwoven as to form a new literary entity not a text with notes but a
homogeneous expository work which must rank among the finest modern
contributions to the treasury of biblical learning
Exodus Chapter a Day In-Depth Bible Study 2018-07-10 ep study commentaries
have been described as sufficiently scholarly to give them credence in the
academic world but at the same time sufficiently straightforward to make them
accessible to any serious student of the bible banner of truth provided by
publisher
Book of Exodus 2017-03-11 we invite you to study exodus with us alongside
john wesley john wesley 1703 1791 was an anglican cleric and theologian who
with his brother charles and fellow cleric george whitefield founded
methodism wesley wrote edited or abridged some 400 publications as well as
theology he wrote about music marriage medicine abolitionism and politics
wesley was a logical thinker and expressed himself clearly concisely and
forcefully in writing his written sermons are characterized by spiritual
earnestness and simplicity they are doctrinal but not dogmatic his forty four
sermons and the notes on the new testament are methodist doctrinal standards
wesley was a fluent powerful and effective preacher he usually preached
spontaneously and briefly though occasionally at great length
Exodus 2006-01-08 with an emphasis on the nature and importance of divine
presence the abiding presence provides a unique perspective on the
overarching theology of exodus drawing particular attention to god s
revelation at the burning bush sinai and the tabernacle exploring the rich
theological themes that emerge from the final form of the narrative the
commentary also reflects on how these themes were employed by new testament
authors in understanding the life and ministry of christ bridging the gap
between accessibility and scholarly rigour this commentary offers an
excellent tool for ordinands students teachers in higher education and
preachers to engage with the theology of the book in its old testament
context as well as how its message is revealed in the new testament and
continues to speak today contents 1 introduction2 presence in absence 1 1 2
25 3 presence in a name 3 1 7 7 4 presence in creation 7 8 15 21 5 wandering
in the wilderness 15 22 18 27 6 divine presence holiness and law 19 1 24 18 7
creating space for the divine 25 1 31 18 8 sin at sinai 32 1 34 35 9 the
abiding presence and the climax of creation 35 1 40 38
Exodus 1974 exodus chapter a day is an in depth bible study for kids to learn
how to dig deeper and discover insights through a color key using these
methods can help interpret the bible correctly this study is workbook style
and is ready to be written in each day the children will read a chapter in
exodus and color code the bible they will then use their workbook to journal
and record their answers to reflection questions
Exodus 2024-04-02 this close synchronic analysis of exodus 1 2 looks at how
the pericope s structure language focalization and management of information
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form its conception and judgement of its events and characters a coherence of
concerns is detectable in exodus 1 2 with allusions to genesis and the later
chapters of exodus one chapter is assigned to each of seven narrative unities
and deals in various ways with its narrative problems the resulting eclectic
choice of analytical tools includes the study of proppian structural
functions repetition public rhetoric narrative speeds order and symbolism
A Commentary on the Book of Exodus 1967 verse by verse bible exposition of
the book of exodus part of the new european christadelphian commentary series
by duncan heaster
Exodus 1973 meditating in god s word exodus series is a 17 lesson bible study
distributed over two books dedicating five days to each lesson every day will
reveal a new perspective on god s word you will have a blast learning and
absorbing the bible in different ways we walk through each chapter in exodus
taking you step by step through the plagues miracle of manna and the creation
of the tabernacle god hears the children of israel s cry and rescues them
through his servant moses moses was the child chosen to be saved by pharaoh s
daughter to free a nation predestined by god have you ever skipped the
genealogies in the bible get a fresh new introduction to the entire exodus
biblical family tree communicated in a clean and neat pattern navigated by a
custom legend with every unfolding narrative and discovered genealogy you
will thirst after god s revelation through scripture readers will realize god
s unchanging love mercy and compassion illustrated vividly throughout this
detailed bible study series that assists new and seasoned christians in
gaining and strengthening their relationship with christ as you discover
explore and engage in the true life stories in the book of exodus invite god
s word to strengthen and restore you from the inside out the journey begins
with you book 1 covers lesson 1 large in number israelites grew in numbers in
exodus 1 2 lesson 2 burning bush moses talked to god in exodus 3 4 lesson 3
strawless in egypt children of israel were punished in exodus 5 6 lesson 4
plagues 1 4 fishes frogs lice and flies in exodus 7 8 lesson 5 plagues 5 9
livestock boils storms locusts and darkness in exodus 9 10 lesson 6 tenth and
final plague passover and death of the 1st born in exodus 11 12 lesson 7
crossing the red sea children of israel crossed the red sea in exodus 13 14
lesson 8 bitter sweetwater god turned water from bitter to sweet in exodus 15
16 lesson 9 jethro s advice jethro counseled moses in exodus 17 18 lesson 10
ten commandments god gave moses the ten commandments in exodus 19 20
Life-Study of Exodus 1998-07 part two of this study covers the final twenty
five chapters of exodus beginning with the insecurity of the desert
wanderings to encountering god on sinai and then constructing the tent of
dwelling god s people learn what it means to be part of a covenant with the
one who liberates and also gives the law to guide and direct them commentary
study and reflection questions prayers and access to online lectures are
included 4 lessons
A Study Commentary on Exodus 2001 trusting god is harder than it sounds
especially when it comes to things like money career marriage and health in
this twenty four session lifeguide bible study on exodus you ll see that
israel faced similar struggles to trust god completely in this story of
hardship and hope you ll discover that god alone is worthy of our trust
Exodus: Bible Commentary from John Wesley 2017-02-08 the niv application
commentary helps you communicate and apply biblical text effectively in today
s context to bring the ancient messages of the bible into today s world each
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passage is treated in three sections original meaning concise exegesis to
help readers understand the original meaning of the biblical text in its
historical literary and cultural context bridging contexts a bridge between
the world of the bible and the world of today built by discerning what is
timeless in the timely pages of the bible contemporary significance this
section identifies comparable situations to those faced in the bible and
explores relevant application of the biblical messages the author alerts the
readers of problems they may encounter when seeking to apply the passage and
helps them think through the issues involved this unique award winning
commentary is the ideal resource for today s preachers teachers and serious
students of the bible giving them the tools ideas and insights they need to
communicate god s word with the same powerful impact it had when it was first
written
The Abiding Presence 2018 in 1969 professor greenberg published his
understanding exodus covering exodus 1 11 in this second edition introduced
and edited by jeffrey h tigay the author s corrections and revisions are
incorporated along with a new foreword in addition a new appendix questions
for uncovering the message of a biblical text is included which provides the
reader with a succinct articulation of greenberg s approach to exegesis
Exodus Chapter a Day Kids Bible Study 2018-07-10 in 1969 professor greenberg
published his understanding exodus covering exodus 1 11 in this second
edition introduced and edited by jeffrey h tigay the author s corrections and
revisions are incorporated along with a new foreword in addition a new
appendix questions for uncovering the message of a biblical text is included
which provides the reader with a succinct articulation of greenberg s
approach to exegesis
Israel in Egypt 1992-05-01 professor martin noth s translation and commentary
of the biblical book of exodus is a spiritual classic for its thorough
explanation of the old testament lore noth s study begins with a literary
analysis of exodus the manner in which it is written and arranged is examined
in the context of ancient jewish society what life was like in this far gone
era wherein the israelites and egyptians were often rivals is discussed
furthermore noth examines the history of the text itself how prior
translators tackled the narrative and the characteristics of their efforts
thus we receive a commentary that is sensitive to both the historical
significance of the old testament and the treatment of this ancient text over
the epochs the author guides us through exodus chapter by chapter revealing
many details that would escape notice by the everyday bible reader a scholar
fluent in ancient languages noth first translated the entire text and then
embarked on his narration this process ensures a unique and engaging take on
a well studied portion of the bible the story of moses pharaoh and the exodus
of the jews from egypt is revealed to contain depth life and importance
beyond what is ordinarily comprehended
Exodus: New European Christadelphian Commentary 2018-11-28 the new
international bible commentary offers the best of contemporary scholarship in
a format that both general readers and serious students can use with profit
based on the widely used new international version translation the nibc
presents careful section by section exposition with key terms and phrases
highlighted and all hebrew transliterated a separate section of notes at the
close of each chapter provides additional textual and technical comments each
commentary also includes a selected bibliography as well as scripture and
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subject indexes
Meditating in God's Word Exodus Bible Study Series - Book 1 of 2 - Exodus
1-20 - Lessons 1-10: Getting to Know God Through Old Testament Stories and G
2020-10-08 to whom does primary allegiance belong to great human empires or
to the god whose elusive presence we can never fully grasp waldemar janzen
offers a fresh approach to the book of exodus the liberation from egypt is a
prelude to israel s unique calling to model before the nations a new life of
service under god exodus portrays how god through his servant moses wages a
dramatic battle with egypt s mighty ruler for the release of enslaved israel
the watching israel wavers is the lord among us or not even after israel
covenants to be god s priestly kingdom and holy nation israel worships a
golden calf once more god s grace wrests israel away this time from slavery
to doubts fears and self centeredness the people then focus faith on the
imageless presence of god in their midst god still wrestles for his people
today
Exodus, Part Two 2019-08-05 the exodus is the central event of the old
testament giving meaning to everything else we find in its pages part one of
this study takes us through the first fifteen chapters of exodus from slavery
to the call of moses from plagues to crossing the sea from captivity to
freedom in the sinai discover that god hears those who are beaten down and
liberates those who are in need of his justice commentary study and
reflection questions prayers and access to online lectures are included 5
lessons
Exodus 2000-07-26
Exodus 2014-11-04
Understanding Exodus, Second Edition 2013-10-14
Understanding Exodus, Second Edition 2013-10-14
Exodus 1962
Exodus (Understanding the Bible Commentary Series) 2012-07-01
Exodus 2000-11-01
Exodus, Part One 2019-08-12
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